
 White Death 

‘You just don’t get it, do you Fluffy?’ sighed Commander Luke, rubbing his temples. ‘If we 

don’t stop Captain Scratch our worlds will be destroyed!’ 

 ‘I’ve told you before and I’ll tell you again, I can get us in!   Now can we go, the heat is making 

me feel sick,’ cried the fur-coated beast, turning away from the orange sand-stone cliff.   Luke 

and Fluffy climbed inside the Peregrine Falcon –their colossal spaceship- and took off at a 

terrific speed weaving  in and out of the buildings in a nearby city. 

The City had tall skyscrapers reaching for the sun.  It was so hot that the falcon spaceship was 

turning the colour of the sand and appeared to be melting at the edges.  The muffled shouts 

of people calling about their wares.   As the Peregrine Falcon left their atmosphere, it felt 

unnaturally quiet. 

As the Peregrine Falcon crawled closer to The Black Death – Captain Scratch’s spherical 

spaceship- Fluffy flicked a switch which turned their incredible spaceship invisible. They 

dodged between the maze of thin, red lasers and got right up close.  The Black Death was as 

big as a planet and black-grey yet it only had one entrance: a large circular crater with a small 

lock in the centre.   



A small, disguised, security camera turned to see the sneaky spaceship.  When Captain Scratch 

saw this on the other end, he told his White Death troops to ambush them if they got in.  Then 

he screeched with pure evil delight.   

Meanwhile, Fluffy activated a laser.  The beam of green light dispersed into much thinner 

lasers that rotated around the edge of the crater’s circumference.  The door rolled revealing 

an army of White Death Men.  Commander Luke and Fluffy thought hard but alas, they had to 

retreat and regroup.  Luke called for every spaceship possible as back up. 

When they all arrived, they launched an attack.  Unfortunately,  Scratch was prepared…  

 

 

    

   

  


